ABSTRACT

In asteroid explorations, it is indispensable to estimate the shape of the target asteroid, which can be solved in a manner similar to one of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). This work proposes a SLAM framework dedicated to the asteroid exploration, which considers both rigid-body dynamics of the asteroid and motion of the spacecraft, estimating asteroid’s shape, centroid, rotational axis, angular velocity and phase, as well as spacecraft’s attitude and position relative to the asteroid. Experimental results with artificially generated data show that the proposed method can accurately estimate these quantities using images of a monocular camera and measurements of attitude and inertia sensors.

1 INTRODUCTION

In asteroid explorations, it is indispensable to estimate the shape of the target asteroid for the spacecraft to land on its surface, and for us to understand its scientific state. This estimation, termed global mapping, is conducted above the asteroid after rendezvous, and needs information on spacecraft’s attitude and position as well as visual cues of the asteroid.

Since spacecraft’s position relative to the asteroid cannot be measured directly, we have to estimate it together with the shape of the asteroid. Hence the problem we are going to solve is a kind of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM), where geometry of both environment and an observer is to be reconstructed from observation.

If optical images of the asteroid are available, as is often the case, just reconstructing its shape and camera’s position is not so challenging, because of advancement on SLAM solutions and development of related software and hardware in this decade. For example, Mori and Hirata [1] reported successful results of applying an open-source library1 to images of an asteroid for the shape estimation. However, several issues specific to asteroid exploration cannot be considered well by the current general solution and tools on SLAM.

There are three major points at SLAM in asteroid exploration. First, the relative position between the asteroid and spacecraft is insufficient because we would like to know asteroid’s motion (rotation) and spacecraft’s motion separately. Second, information we can utilize is not only images; measurements of attitude sensors and inertial sensors should be incorporated into the solution for better estimation. Third, a photometric appearance of asteroid’s surface changes as the sunlight shifts, and thus we must be careful about landmark tracking.

To tackle the problems stated above, this work proposes a monocular SLAM framework dedicated to the spacecraft above the rotating asteroid. It considers both rigid-body dynamics of the asteroid and motion of the spacecraft, estimating asteroid’s shape, centroid, rotational axis, angular velocity and phase, as well as spacecraft’s pose and position relative to the asteroid. The proposed framework mainly utilizes images of the asteroid taken by a monocular camera of the spacecraft, because stereo cameras will not work due to a long distance between the asteroid and spacecraft. Moreover, measurements of an attitude sensor and inertial sensors can be taken into account simultaneously.

Though we mainly focus on offline estimation, where the estimation is done after we obtain a batch of measurements, the proposed method can be run also in an online (real-time) manner, that is, the estimation can be updated given a new set of measurements incrementally. Note, however, that we think primarily of processing on the ground with enough resources, and improving computational speed and efficiency for on-orbit processing remains as an open problem for our method.

We present details of the proposed method in Section 2 and its experimental results in Section 3. Related studies important to understand well the proposed framework are introduced in Section 4, and this paper is ended with conclusion in Section 5.

2 PROPOSED METHOD

2.1 Notation and Definitions

In the following, a subscript $i$ represents timestamps and $1 \leq i \leq N$, and a subscript $k$ is a number of landmarks and $1 \leq k \leq L$. We represent the total number of landmarks by $L$, but use another notation
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1 Mori and Hirata [1] used a library for the structure from motion, which is a problem almost equivalent to SLAM.
\{L(i)\} to denote the numbers (IDs) of landmarks that can be reconstructed within the first \(i\) images, that is, the landmarks that have appeared more than once by the \(i\)-th timestamp. Also in this manner we utilize notation \(\{L^\text{new}(i)\}\) to denote a set of the numbers of landmarks that were observed twice at first at the \(i\)-th timestamp. A subscript \(j\) \((1 \leq j \leq M_i)\) denotes the number of feature points observed in the \(i\)-th image. We use notation \(M = \max_i M_i\) in the following.

**Coordinate Frames** Five types of coordinate frames are considered. A frame termed \(B\) is the asteroid frame, which is defined with principal axes and the center of asteroid’s inertia. \(G\) denotes the landmark frame, where true and estimated location (in 3-D) of landmarks on asteroid’s surface lies. Their location in 2-D images are treated in the image frame \(D\). The camera frame \(C\) is defined with the focal plane and the optical axis of the camera equipped to the spacecraft. Moreover, the inertial frame of reference is denoted by \(S\).

**Unknown Quantities** We would like to estimate: asteroid’s pose \(\mathbf{x}_i\) and its temporal derivative \(\dot{x}_i\), ratio of inertia moments of the asteroid \(\mathbf{k}\), the transformation from the landmark frame to the asteroid frame \(T_{G-B}\), landmark’s position \(\mathbf{l}_k\), and spacecraft’s pose \(\mathbf{z}_i\). The pose \(\mathbf{x}_i\) consists of the transition part \(\mathbf{t}_i\) and the rotation part \(\mathbf{r}_i\), and their time derivatives are denoted by \(\dot{\mathbf{t}}_i\) and \(\dot{\mathbf{r}}_i\).

**Observed Quantities** We are given: measurements of an attitude sensor \(\mathbf{s}_i\), measurements of an IMU \(\mathbf{u}_i\), and images of the asteroid \(i\). For simplicity, we assume that \(\mathbf{s}_i\) and \(\mathbf{u}_i\) are already calibrated and transformed into the camera frame \(C\), and \(\mathbf{u}_i\) denotes odometry of the spacecraft between the \((i-1)\)-th and the \(i\)-th timestamps, while this assumption can be easily eliminated. Also we utilize feature points at \(y_{ij}\) in the images and their descriptions \(\mathbf{d}_{ij}\) that are extracted using feature detectors and descriptors.

### 2.2 Models

The following is the models in which relation between the unknown and observed quantities are specified.

**Attitude Observation** Since we assume that the attitude measurements \(\mathbf{s}_i\) are already calibrated, a very simple model suffices:

\[ \mathbf{s}_i = R(\mathbf{z}_i) \cdot \exp(\mathbf{e}_{\text{sensor}}), \]

where \(R(\cdot)\) denotes the rotation part of a pose, \(\mathbf{e}_{\text{sensor}} \in \mathbb{R}^2\) is Gaussian noise, and \(\exp(\cdot)\) is the exponential map from \(\mathbb{R}^3\) into \(SO(3)\).

**Inertia Observation** Like the attitude observation, measurements of the IMU \(\mathbf{u}_i\) are described as follows.

\[ \mathbf{u}_i = \mathbf{z}_i \cdot (\mathbf{z}_{i-1})^{-1} \cdot \exp(\mathbf{e}_{\text{inertia}}), \]

where \(\mathbf{e}_{\text{inertia}} \in \mathbb{R}^6\) is also Gaussian noise. Note that the exponential map here is applied only to a part of the vector \(\mathbf{e}_{\text{inertia}}\) that corresponds to rotation, and is an identity mapping on the rest of the vector (transition part).

**Landmark Observation** The main source of information is landmarks configured and tracked on the surface of the asteroid, from the observed images \(I_{1:N}\). We adopt a simple pinhole camera model:

\[ \mathbf{y}_{ij} = (\mathbf{K} \circ \mathbf{z}_i^{-1} \circ \mathbf{x}_i \circ T_{G-B}) \mathbf{c}_{ij} + \mathbf{e}_{\text{landmark}}, \]

where \(\mathbf{K}\) is the internal matrix of the camera and \(\mathbf{c}_{ij} \in \{1, ..., L\}\) denotes data association, that is, which landmark is refereed by the \(j\)-th feature point in the \(i\)-th image. The noise \(\mathbf{e}_{\text{camera}} \in \mathbb{R}^2\) is assumed to follow a zero-mean Gaussian.

**Asteroid Dynamics** While dynamics of the spacecraft are described quite simply by the attitude and inertia observations, we have to elaborate on the model of asteroid’s dynamics. We follow the model of a rotating object by Tweddle et al.\(^2\):

\[ \begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}_{i+1} \\ \dot{\mathbf{x}}_{i+1} \end{bmatrix} = f(\mathbf{x}_i, \dot{\mathbf{x}}_i) + \exp(\mathbf{e}_{\text{astoroid}}), \]

where \(f(\mathbf{x}_i, \dot{\mathbf{x}}_i)\) is the prediction of \(\mathbf{x}_{i+1}\) and \(\dot{\mathbf{x}}_{i+1}\) with numerical integration, and \(\mathbf{e}_{\text{astoroid}} \in \mathbb{R}^{12}\) is a noise vector, whose four subvectors in \(\mathbb{R}^3\) correspond to rotation, transition and its derivatives respectively, and \(\mathbf{e}_{\text{astoroid}}\) follows a zero-mean Gaussian with covariance \(\Lambda_1\). The prediction \(f(\mathbf{x}_i, \dot{\mathbf{x}}_i)\) is obtained as follows.

\[ \log(f(\mathbf{x}_i, \dot{\mathbf{x}}_i)) = \log(\begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}_i \\ \dot{\mathbf{x}}_i \end{bmatrix}) + \frac{d}{dt} \log(\begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}_i \\ \dot{\mathbf{x}}_i \end{bmatrix}). \]

\[ \frac{d}{dt} \log(\begin{bmatrix} \mathbf{x}_i \\ \dot{\mathbf{x}}_i \end{bmatrix}) = \begin{bmatrix} \dot{\mathbf{t}}_i \\ \frac{1}{2}(\gamma_i \mathbf{a}_i + \mathbf{a}_i \times \mathbf{a}_i - \eta_i \mathbf{a}_i) \\ \frac{1}{m} W_1 \\ J^{-1}(\dot{\mathbf{a}}_i \times \mathbf{a}_i) + W_2 \end{bmatrix}, \]

where \(W_1\) and \(W_2\) denote random disturbance force and torque, and \(\gamma_i\) and \(\eta_i\) are calculated as:

\[ \theta_i = |\mathbf{a}_i|, \]

\(^2\) In the following parts of this paper, we use the term *pose* to denote both translation and rotation in each reference frame, whereas in some literatures the former is referred to as position and the latter as pose or attitude.

\(^3\) Tweddle et al.\(^2, 3\) adopted modified Rodrigues parameters to represent small rotation, while we used the logarithm map and representation in the tangent space, just for theoretical simplicity.
\[ \gamma_i = \begin{cases} \theta_i \cot \left( \frac{\theta_i}{2} \right) & (\theta_i > 0) \\ 12 - \theta_i^2 & (\theta_i \rightarrow 0) \end{cases}, \]

\[ \eta_i = \begin{cases} \frac{\alpha_i \cdot \alpha_i}{\theta_i} \left( \cot \left( \frac{\theta_i}{2} \right) - 2 \frac{\theta_i}{\alpha_i} \right) & (\theta_i > 0) \\ 60 + \theta_i^2 \alpha_i^2 \cdot \alpha_i & (\theta_i \rightarrow 0) \end{cases}. \]

We used a new notation \( \alpha = \log(r) \), and \( \log(\cdot) \) is the logarithm map of rotation from \( \text{SO}(3) \) into \( \mathbb{R}^3 \).

We adopted the numerical integration with adaptive step-size RK4 described in the literature [2], where \( \alpha_i \) is assumed to be constant within each time step to ensure that above equation is linearized and temporally discretized. This assumption is to estimate the covariance \( \Lambda_i \) numerically, utilizing the fact that it follows Lyapunov equation. For the detailed description, see [2] or [3].

**Priors** For stable computation, prior distributions are set. In this paper every prior is modeled with zero-mean Gaussian, and corresponding quantities are initialized with zero. For the first asteroid’s pose \( \mathbf{x}_1 \), we should set small variances, say \( 10^{-6} \), to make the first pose to be the origin of the asteroid frame, and variances of \( \dot{\mathbf{x}}_1 \) to almost zero for transition and \( \pi \) or 2\( \pi \) for rotation. Variances of a prior on \( \mathbf{T}_{G-B} \) are should be large enough.

### 2.3 Main Algorithm

In Algorithm 1, we show the main algorithm to infer the unknown quantities given the observed ones, under the model presented in the previous section. Its overview is as follows: First, correspondences between the observed feature points and landmarks are computed in Line 1, as correctly as possible. Then some quantities are initialized with zero in Line 2, as stated in the previous section. Afterward, iterative updates, which consist of two stages, start in Line 3. At the first stage in Lines 3–5, a new frame is added at each iteration and the solution so far is updated, using only the initial data association of Line 1. At the second stage in Lines 6–8, we add new data association if possible, utilizing both the descriptors and the poses of the asteroid and the spacecraft, with the whole solution updated.

**Initial Data Association** The data association of Line 1 starts with feature-point matching with the descriptors \( \mathbf{d}_{1:N,1:M} \), as in the literature [4]. We matched a feature point \( y_{1,j_1} \) in the image \( I_1 \) and another feature point \( y_{2,j_2} \) in \( I_2 \) if and only if the following condition holds:

\[
1.5 \times \text{dsim}(\mathbf{d}_{1,j_1}, \mathbf{d}_{2,j_2}) \leq \max_{j' \in \{1, \ldots, M_2\}/j_2} \text{dsim}(\mathbf{d}_{1,j_1}, \mathbf{d}_{2,j'}) ,
\]

where \( \text{dsim}(\cdot, \cdot) \) denotes dissimilarity between two descriptors, and we use Euclidean distances for the dissimilarity. This condition means that feature points \( y_{1,j_1} \) and \( y_{2,j_2} \) are matched when the dissimilarity between \( y_{1,j_1} \) and \( y_{2,j_2} \) is smaller than one between \( y_{1,j'_1} \) and feature points in the image \( I_2 \) other than \( y_{2,j'_2} \).

After computing the matching for possible pairs of feature points, its errors are eliminated using RANSAC [5] with estimation of a homography. Finally we assigned a landmark number to each connected component of the graph build with the feature-points matching.

**First Stage Update** At each iteration in the first stage (Lines 3–4), given observations at a new timestamp, unknown quantities with regard to them are initialized (Line 4), and all the variables initialized so far are updated (Line 5).

The initialization of the new frame is done either with the five point algorithm [6] or just integrating the previous \( \mathbf{x} \) numerically. We adopted the former for \( i = 2 \) and the latter for \( i > 2 \), because the latter made the succeeding updates more stable. Also we found that initializing the new frame as a PnP problem led the solution to be unstable because of inaccurate estimation of landmarks’ geometry. The landmark position \( \mathbf{l} \) can be initialized with a simple triangulation.

The solution update is done within a framework of the incremental smoothing and mapping (iSAM) [7], where an incremental optimization on the unknown quantities is carried efficiently by factorization of a
by the models presented in Section 2.2. Between the connected quantities, which are specified quantitatively, and the squares correspond to relations (Figure 1). A factor graph representing the joint distribution. The circles correspond to unknown quantities, and the squares correspond to relations between the connected quantities, which are specified by the models presented in Section 2.2.

Second Stage Update After going through all the timestamps once in the first stage, they are revisited in another loop in Lines 6–8. Purposes of this second loop are to salvage feature points that were not labeled as any landmarks in the first data association (Line 1), and to eliminate feature points that were erroneously assigned to the landmarks in Line 1. This procedure will improve density the reconstructed shape of the asteroid and accuracy of the estimation.

The way to add data association (Line 7) is similar to that in the first data association, but the range of candidate feature points is geometrically limited now. We search for a feature point \( y_{2,j_2} \) in image \( I_2 \) that is matching with a feature point \( y_{1,j_1} \) in \( I_1 \), only around the point where \( y_{1,j_1} \) is anticipated to be in \( I_2 \). The position of the feature points can be anticipated since poses of the asteroid and spacecraft are already obtained in the first stage of estimation. Incorporating geometric information in data association will be useful to make the descriptors more distinctive, because the main reason of failure of the feature-points matching only with the descriptors is distraction by totally unrelated feature points in distant regions.

2.4 Tips on Implementation

Here we list empirical tips to implement the algorithm stated above.

- Storing large rotation: Since the exponential map \( \exp(\alpha) \) has singularities on spheres \( |\alpha| = 2n\pi \) \( (n = 1, 2, 3, \ldots) \), the rotation part of \( \mathbf{x} \) should be stored within two parts, that is, a reference part and a small rotation part. During the solution updates, the former is kept constant and the latter is adjusted; sometimes they are merged into the reference part and the small part is reset to be zero.
- Unstable triangulation: The optimization often gets unstable as a large value of depth is obtained at the triangulation because of insufficient amount of observation. We found that simply forcing the average of the depth zero helps to make the optimization more stable.
- Favorable methods for initialization: As is often the case with monocular visual SLAM, the best methods to initialize new frames is not obvious and depends on the nature of problems, so a flexible mechanism for operators to empirically choose the initialization method is essential.

3 EXPERIMENT

This sections presents results of an experiment we conducted with artificially-generated data. The experiment is preliminary, but enough to confirm availability of our framework for the SLAM above an asteroid.

3.1 Setup

We used a shape model [9] of the asteroid 25143 Itokawa as the ground truth, with random subsampling to 1,000 vertices as shown in Figure 2 (a). Though we used a model of Itokawa, physical conditions except size (the longest axis ~ 535 [m]) are configured slightly differently from its actual situation for experimental clarity.

To generate observations of the landmarks, the shape of the asteroid was rotated around an axis by 0.06 [rad] per image, and its vertices were observed by a camera that was randomly moving following Gaussians with \( \text{std} = 10 \) [m] for translation and \( \text{std} = 0.001 \) [rad] for rotation. The observations were disturbed by a Gaussian noise with \( \text{mean} = 0 \) and \( \text{std} = 0.1 \) [px]. Also, measurements of the attitude and inertia sensors were generated with zero-mean Gaussian noises.

---

4 https://collab.cc.gatech.edu/borg/gtsam/
3.2 Results

We run only the first stage of Algorithm 1 with the data generated as stated in the previous section, since these parts will dictate validity of the solution.

The reconstruction of asteroid’s shape is shown in Figure 2 (b), which we can hardly distinguish from the ground truth. The RMS error after configuration by the ICP algorithm was 0.036 [m].

In Figure 3, estimation errors of spacecraft’s pose are plotted. We can see that in Figure 3 (a) the maximum error is about 0.8 [m], and the errors of both translation and rotation do not diverge.

3.3 Discussion

Since the experiment conducted in this paper is preliminary and not enough to claim that our method is the best, we are successful at accurately estimate the quantities needed in asteroid exploration, such as asteroid’s geometry and spacecraft’s pose, using a SLAM framework based on visual observations and attitude and inertia sensors.

We must proceed experiments with attention to the following points: We should follow more severe physical conditions such as larger noises, nutation, and absence of attitude/inertia sensors. Also, tests on optical images are essential, while we resorted to direct generation of landmarks 5. Moreover, evaluating how the second stage improves estimation is necessary of course.

5 We obtained successful results with optical images using image descriptors, on a different algorithm [10].

4 RELATED WORK

In previous missions of exploration of small celestial bodies, optical images taken nearby a target were utilized. However, they depended much on human operators in landmark annotation on images and in information fusion on different methods and sensors.

On the other hand, mainly in areas of robotics and computer vision, solutions to SLAM and structure from motion (SFM) have been more and more sophisticated in this decade, which are fully automatic procedures. Below is briefly noted related work on these two distinct topics.

Previous Explorations In the mission of MUSES-C (Hayabusa) of JAXA, the shape of the asteroid Itokawa for spacecraft navigation was build using the limb profile of the asteroid and the stereo-photogrammetry (ordinal stereo method) [11, 12], and the navigation was conducted with manual tracking of landmarks [13]. Another model was created using a photometric stereo technique [9].

In the mission of Rosetta of ESA, reconstruction of the shape of the asteroid Lutetia [14] and of the comet Churyumov-Gerasimenko [15] was conducted with the stereo-photogrammetry method.
Also, the photometric stereo technique as in [9] was applied to the images of Churyumov-Gerasimenko [16].

**SLAM and SFM** Though there are a large number of SLAM/SFM solution in general, there are not so many ones that explicitly focus on a rotating target and estimation of its parameters: Lichter and Dubowsky [17], Aghili [18] and Tweddle et al. [2] for example. Note that these previous studies assume range sensors such as laser cameras and stereo cameras, which are not necessarily applicable to the asteroid exploration.

There have been attempts to apply the SLAM/SFM to the asteroid exploration. For example, Cocaud and Kubota tested a SLAM solution based on the Rao-Blackwellized particle filter [19], and Mori and Hirata utilized an open-source software for bundle adjustment SFM and the patch-based stereo [1]. Ideas of these studies look similar to ours, but they do not explicitly model and estimate parameters of asteroid’s rotation, hence needs additional analyses.

### 5 CONCLUSION

In this paper, a framework of the simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) dedicated to asteroid explorations is proposed. This framework is to estimate asteroid’s shape, centroid, rotational axis, angular velocity and phase, as well as spacecraft’s pose and position relative to the asteroid. The estimation is done utilizing observations by optical camera, attitude sensors and inertia sensors equipped to the spacecraft.

We showed preliminary results of the proposed method, and confirmed its validity, while we need much additional experiment as stated in Section 3.3. For further experiments, we are planning to create new data that follow actual physics using a high-speed camera with rotating object, because it is available in an ordinal environment on the ground, and the proposed framework is easily modified to consider the gravity.

One of points to extend the proposed framework is a more sophisticated technique of initialization, which is now based on empirical adjustment. A rough estimation using non-iterative methods such as matrix factorization might be a solution. More challenging but interesting solution would be to incorporate ground-based observation of the target celestial body.

The most important point to be improved is computational efficiency. Since our framework can be run in an online (real-time) manner, making the computation much efficient will open the way to fully on-board shape estimation and optical navigation.

---
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